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ABSTRACT 
 
 
 
Modeling and control of 6 degree of freedom (DOF) robot arm is the aim of this thesis. 
The modeling problem is necessary before applying control techniques to guarantee the 
execution of any task according to a desired input with minimum error. The main 
objective of this thesis is to control a robot arm using fuzzy logic controller (FLC) to 
acquire the desired position. FLC is applied to handle the nonlinearity in the robot 
manipulators. The performance of FLC is then compared with well known conventional 
controller, Proportional integral derivative (PID).  The comparison between the PID 
controller and FLC results in terms of overshoot, time response and steady-state error 
specifications. Based on simulation results, FLC gives better results than classical PID 
controller in terms of overshoot, time response and steady-state error. Through this study 
it is proved that the FLC is more efficient in the time response behavior than the PID 
controller.  
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ABSTRAK  
 
 
 
Pemodelan dan kawalan 6 darjah kebebasan (DOF) lengan robot adalah matlamat tesis 
ini. Permasalahan model adalah perlu sebelum memohon teknik-teknik kawalan untuk 
menjamin pelaksanaan apa-apa tugas mengikut input yang dikehendaki dengan 
kesilapan yang minimum. Objektif utama projek ini adalah untuk mengawal lengan 
robot menggunakan pengawal logik kabur (FLC) untuk memperoleh kedudukan yang 
dikehendaki. FLC digunakan untuk mengendalikan keperluan: pada manipulasi robot. 
Prestasi FLC kemudiannya dibandingkan dengan pengawal terkenal konvensional, 
Terbitan Penting Berkadar (PID). Perbandingan antara pengawal PID dan keputusan 
FLC dari segi terlajak, masa tindak balas dan spesifikasi ralat. Berdasarkan keputusan 
simulasi, FLC memberikan keputusan yang lebih baik daripada pengawal PID klasik 
dari segi terlajak, masa tindak balas dan ralat keadaan mantap. Melalui kajian ini 
dibuktikan bahawa FLC lebih cekap dalam tingkah laku masa tindak balas daripada 
pengawal PID. 
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CHAPTER 1 
 
 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
  
 
1.1 Motivation 
 
 
Industrial robot manipulator field is one of the interested fields in industrial, educational 
and medical applications. Research in control the motion and movement of industrial 
robot was the most concentrate field during recent year.  
Due to advance computer and visualization technology, robotic manipulator 
study are divided in two categories, mathematical modeling and computer modeling of 
the manipulator and the actuators, which includes an analysis for the forward kinematic, 
the inverse kinematic and modeling the direct current motor.  
This study is focus on modeling an industrial robot manipulator and designing 
controller for the motion of the industrial robot manipulator meet the requirement of the 
desired trajectory or desired angle. 
Robot manipulator is classified as a complex system due to nonlinear systems. 
Proportional Integral Derivative (PID) controller may be the most widely used controller 
in the industrial and commercial applications for the early decades, however, PID does 
not give optimal performance due to the nonlinear elements. Fuzzy logic controller 
(FLC) was found to be an efficient tool to control nonlinear systems. 
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1.2 Problem Statement 
 
 
Motion control is fundamental to many robotics applications, and is known to be a 
difficult problem. Execution in real world environments is confounded by noisy sensors, 
approximate world models and action execution uncertainty. A practical and 
mathematical model of industrial robot required many equations and consumed much 
time when it comes to design and experiment a real model. It has been proved that the 
benefit of design an industrial model in computer simulation had reduced the cost and 
time in designing and simulates an industrial robot [8]. 
The complexity of the robotic tasks is getting more and more advanced, so an 
intelligent, robust, computationally simple and easy to implement controller must be 
designed and analyzed to optimize and maximize the performance of industrial robot [6]. 
The problem statements of this study are: 
i. Robot system and its mathematical modeling is very complex system, a 
computer software simulation is the easiest method to model a real robot 
without writing a code/programming and derive mathematical equation. 
ii. Performing an experiment a behavior and mechanism of a real robot may 
damage the robot and required lot of money, a robot modeling and 
computer simulation required to reduce the cost and time to study a robot 
system. 
iii. PID controller is not sufficient to obtain the desired tracking control 
performance because of the nonlinearity of the robot manipulator, so 
nonlinear controller such as Fuzzy Logic is required to minimize and 
counter the nonlinearity issue. 
iv. Conventional controller has issued in handling the time response, 
overshoot and steady-state error of a robot manipulator, this issue can be 
mitigate using nonlinear controller. 
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1.3 Aim And Objectives 
 
 
To model and design the controller for a 6 DOF of industrial robot is the aim of this 
research. The industrial robot should be able to perform and simulate a pick and place 
task in MATLAB/SIMULINK environment. To achieve these aims, the objectives of 
this research are formulated as follows:  
i. To design a 6 DOF of industrial robot model by using CAD software. 
ii. To apply and tune a PID controller to the 6 DOF of industrial robot as a 
benchmarking controller. 
iii. To design a controller using Fuzzy Logic approach for the 6 DOF of industrial 
robot. 
iv. To compare the performance of the Fuzzy Logic Controller with the PID 
controller.  
 
 
1.4 Scope Of Project 
 
 
This project embarks based on the following scopes: 
i. Design and modelling industrial robot by using SolidWork software. 
ii. The simulation study and analysis the performances and the effectiveness of PID 
and Fuzzy controller using MATLAB/SIMULINK environment. 
iii. Performance such as tracking error, overshoot, rise time and steady state error 
between the Fuzzy Logic Controller and PID technique are investigated. 
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1.5 Project Planning 
 
 
No. 
YEAR 2013 2014 
MONTH APRIL MEI JUN JUL OGOS SEPT OCT NOV DEC JAN 
Description                                         
  PROJECT 1                                         
1 Literature review                                         
2 
Setting objective 
and scope                                         
3 Methodology                                         
4 
Apply  PID  
method to Robot 
Arm                                         
5 
Analyze overall 
system &  data 
collection                                          
6 
Draft project report 
& presentation 
slide                                         
7 
Presentation & 
Proposal 
submission                                         
   PROJECT 2                                          
8 
Design Fuzzy 
Logic Controller                                          
9 
Simulation and 
analyzing the result                                         
10 
Draft project report 
& slide 
presentation                                          
11 
Seminar, 
evaluation & thesis 
submission                                          
Legend 
Complete task   
Incomplete task   
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CHAPTER 2 
 
 
 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
  
 
2.1 Background 
 
 
Robot is a word from the Czech word robota, which means ‘slave laborer’. Czech 
playwright Karel Capek (1890-1938) made the first use of the word ‘robot’ as a perfect, 
tireless worker with arms and legs. Referring to Robot Institute of America (RIA) a 
robot is "A reprogrammable, multifunctional manipulator designed to move material, 
parts, tools, or specialized devices through various programmed motions for the 
performance of a variety of tasks". According to Webster a robot is "An automatic 
device that performs functions normally ascribed to humans or a machine in the form of 
a human." 
Number Degree of Freedom (DOF) which a manipulator possesses is the number 
of independent position variables that would have to be specified in order to locate all 
parts of the mechanism. In different words, it refers to the number of different ways in 
which a robot arm can move. In the case of typical industrial robots, because a 
manipulator is usually an open kinematic chain, and because each joint position is 
usually defined with a single variable, the number of joints equals the number of degrees 
of freedom. 
A manipulator of an industrial robot is constructed with three series of joints and 
four links as shown in Figure 2.1. A joint of an industrial robot is similar to a joint in the 
human body and each joints gives the robot with a DOF of motion. Links are rigid 
components that form a chain connected together by joints. Each joint has two links, 
known as an input link and an output link.  
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There are two widespread types of joints on this manipulator. The first type is 
called revolute or rotary joint (e.g. human joints), it allows only relative rotation 
between two links. This type of joint is and it is the most common joint type in robots. 
The second type of joints is called prismatic or sliding joint. This type of joints allows 
only linear relative motion between two links along its axis. Both types are denoted as R 
and P joints. 
  
Figure 2.1: Robot manipulator with joints and links 
  
Classification of robot manipulators is categories by types of coordinate systems. 
Normally, robot manipulators are classified according to their arm geometry or 
kinematics structure. The majority of these manipulators fall into one of these five 
configurations: Cartesian (PPP), Cylindrical (RPP), Spherical (RRP), SCARA (RRP), 
Articulate/Revolute (RRR). Robot manipulator in Figure 2.1 is called revolute revolute 
revolute (RRR) manipulator and also referred as Articulate/Revolute manipulator.  
Control system in robot manipulators is very important to control and adjust the 
robot manipulator. Generally, two types of control systems are used: the open loop (OL) 
control system and closed loop (CL) control system. In OL control system, the controller 
sends a signal to the motor but does not measure the error action. On other hand, in CL 
control system, the controller sends the signal to the motor, and the output signal will be 
returned as feedback to describe the current state of the motor. CL controller has some 
advantages over the OL controller such as: disturbance rejection like friction in motors, 
improve reference-tracking performance and stabilization of an unstable process. 
A control system consists of some devices and tools (e.g. sensors, controllers, and 
knowledge base) that provide convenient duty to robot manipulators. When the controller is 
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moving, the robot manipulator during the working environment, the sensor or feedback 
system is gathering the information about the robot manipulator state and the surrounding 
circumstances, and then exploiting the information to modify and enhance the system 
behavior. Control system provides some function for the plant (robot arm) such as: a) 
providing the capability to move the robot manipulator in the surrounding environments. b) 
Collecting information about the robot manipulator in the working place. c) Using this 
information to give a methodology to control the robot manipulator. d) Storing the data then 
providing it to the robot manipulator then updating it at an instant. 
One of the most vital and powerful issues in robotic fields is the control motion 
of the manipulator, because the robot operation must be accurate, without any effect in 
surrounding circumstances. Controlling manipulators is a major research area to limit 
the time history of joint inputs that required moving the end-effector to execute the 
required mission. 
 
Figure 2.2: Closed Loop (CL) block diagram 
 
The basic configurations of the closed-loop control system depicted in Figure 2.2 
include some main building components. The closed loop control system consists of the 
reference input or the set point of the closed loop, r(t) , summer, controller, the 
controlled plant, the output or the measured value y(t) , and the feedback loop. The plant, 
Gp(s) , is the physical system (e.g. a robot manipulator); it includes the actuators, gears, 
and mechanical design. The controller Gc(s), is a device which is used to correct the 
error signal e(t) = r(t) - y(t) and supply appropriate input to modify the physical system 
behavior, and enhance the characteristics of the closed loop system. 
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The controller attempts to reduce the error between the set point and the 
feedback signal to zero. However, if the input signal and feedback signal are not equal, 
the controller will correct the position signal until the difference between both signals is 
zero. Some disturbance variables Dt(s), may influence the output signal. These 
disturbances are unpredictable inputs. The sensor H(s), is the device that measures the 
output signal. Many systems may be unstable at all times due to nonlinearity, so a good 
control system must produce control output to track the desired response. This confirms 
that the important issue in designing a control system is to ensure that the dynamic response 
of the closed loop systems is stable. 
 
 
2.1.1 Control Techniques 
 
 
Many control techniques have been proposed to control robot manipulator ranging in 
complexity from linear to the advanced control system, which compute the robot 
dynamic and save it from damage in real environments. Three different control schemes 
namely Proportional-Integral-Derivative (PID) controller, and Fuzzy Logic Controller 
(FLC) will be implemented in this study. The performance of these controllers will be 
based on the high precision in reducing the overshoot, minimizing steady state error, 
damping unwanted vibration of robot manipulator, and handling the unpredictable 
disturbances. 
PID controller is one of the earliest controllers in the industrial robot 
manipulators, so the first attempt to control the plant is use the PID controller. PID 
controller is still considered the most widely used in industry [5] and [6]. The popularity 
of using the PID or the PID-types controllers is that they have a simple structure, and 
they give satisfactory results when the requirements are reasonable and the process 
parameters variations are limited. In addition, the majority of applications are familiar 
with the PID controller based on the knowledge of the system characteristics. Several 
techniques used for tuning PID parameters that have been developed over the past 
decade such as Ziegler-Nichols (Z-N) tuning methods [7]. One of the drawbacks for 
using the PID control techniques is that, they are not sufficient to obtain the desired 
tracking control performance because of the nonlinearity of the robot manipulator. 
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Hence, a lot of time is required to tune the PID parameters. On the other hand, other 
techniques are used to overcome the previous problem, such as fuzzy controller that 
emulates human operation. 
FLC is an emerging technique in control systems. It is considered as intelligent 
controller. Many studies show that the fuzzy controller (FC) performs superior to 
conventional controller algorithms. Zadeh [8] did the main idea of FLC and fuzzy set 
theory. Mamdani and his colleagues [9] have done a pioneering research work on FLC 
in the for engine steam boiler. The benefit of FLC is obvious when the controlled 
process is too complicated to be analyzed using PID controller or when the information 
about the controlled system does not exist. 
 FLC is classified into two categories: the first, involves the fuzzy logic system 
based on a rule based on expert system, to determine the control action. The second used 
FL to provide online adjustment for the parameters of the conventional controller such 
as the PID control [10]. This method attempts to combine the merits of FL with those 
control techniques to expand the capability of linear control technique to handle the 
nonlinearity in the physical system. Fuzzy supervisory is used to reduce the amount of 
tuning the PID controller with a fuzzy system [11]. It is considered as an attractive 
method to solve the nonlinear control problems, one of the advantages of fuzzy 
supervisory that the control parameters changed rapidly with respect to the variation of 
the system response.  
The fuzzy supervisor operates in a manner similar to that of the FLC and adds a 
higher level of control to the existing system. Fuzzy supervisory is hybrid between the 
PID controller and FLC that designed to overcome the problem of tuning PID in 
nonlinear systems using FLC as an adaptive controller [12]. The basic structure of FSC 
resembles the structure of PID controller, but the controlled parameter of PID controller 
depends on the output of the fuzzy controller. 
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2.2 Robot controller 
 
 
Several of studies and research have been done in industrial robot disciplines. The 
studies on the industrial robot focused on the kinematics analysis of industrial and 
educational robots. Some other papers discussed control technique in industrial robot 
such as PID and Fuzzy Logic. 
In robot simulation, system analysis needs to be done, such as the kinematics 
analysis where its purpose is to carry through the study of the movements of each part of 
the robot mechanism and its relations between itself. Kinematics analysis is essential for 
robotic design and control. The kinematics analysis is divided into forward and inverse 
analysis. Industrial robot kinematics mathematical model is using Denavit-Hartenberg 
(D-H) method [9].  This method was introduced by Jacques Denavit and Richard S. 
Hartenberg [2]. In D-H algorithm, coordinate frames are attached to the joints between 
two links such that one transformation is associated with the joint, and the second is 
associated with the link. The coordinate transformations along a serial robot consisting 
of n links form the kinematics equations of the robot. 
In Elgazzar research paper, the efficient solutions for the kinematic positions, 
velocities, and accelerations for the six-degree-of-freedom PUMA 560 robot are 
presented [10]. The kinematic problem is defined as the transformation from the 
Cartesian space to the joint space and vice versa. The solution method is based on a 
method that fully exploits the special geometry of the robot in the derivation of the 
solution. Special attention is given to the arm configuration in both directions of the 
transformation. In this paper Elgazzar concluded that for any six-degree-of-freedom 
robot with a spherical wrist, the solution of the first three joints depends on the given 
robot, whereas the solution of the last three joints (forming the spherical wrist) is 
independent of the robot. 
 A paper presented by Soh, and. Alwi, a robot motion with and without fuzzy 
logic controller [11]. Fuzzy logic controller is implemented to counter two commons 
problems which are unknown moving path and imprecise input signal. This paper 
proved that the system with Fuzzy was found to be more efficient, where it improves the 
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speed and increases the stability of the system. Figure 2.3 shows the fuzzy controller 
block diagram in MATLAB/SIMULINK. 
 
 
Figure 2.3: Robotic movement system with fuzzy logic controller block 
 
Khoury presented the design of a fuzzy logic controller of 5 DOF robot arm [8]. 
Through his paper, he introduced two structures of FLC: first three inputs with coupled 
rule base and the second structure was two inputs with coupled rules. Khoury confirmed 
the success of the proposed fuzzy controller. Compare to the conventional controller 
such as PID fuzzy controller tracking capabilities is more efficient and precise [15].  
Comparison between FLC and PID Controller for 5 DOF of Robot Arm by 
Alassar and Abuhadrous [16] found that Fuzzy provides good results than PID controller. 
The research results based on the  eliminating the overshoot, achieving zero steady state 
error, damping the unwanted vibration of the industrial robot, and handling the 
unpredictable disturbances using controller techniques. A lot of time requires tuning PID 
due to its insufficient to obtain the desired tracking control performance because of the 
nonlinearity of the industrial robot due to unpredictable environment. 
Sreentha and Pradhanb in [30] designed FLC for the position control of a 
revolute, single flexible link. The FLC was based on 49 IF-THEN rules and used the 
error in the angular displacement at the joint and its time rate of change as input 
variables. Both theoretical and experimental results showed that the angular 
displacement at the based joint was highly oscillatory and suffered from an excessively 
large settling time. 
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2.3 Robot Kinematics 
 
 
Kinematics is the analytical study of the geometry of motion of a robot arm: with respect 
to a fixed reference co-ordinate system without regard to the forces or moments that 
cause the motion.   
The kinematics analysis is divided into forward and inverse analysis. The 
forward kinematics consists of finding the position of the end-effector in the space 
knowing the movements of its joints as F ( ,  ,… , ) = [x, y, z, R], and the inverse 
kinematics consists of the determination of the joint variables corresponding to a given 
end-effector position and orientation as F[x, y, z, R]= ( ,  ,… , ). 
 
2.3.1 Forward Kinematics 
 
 
Forward kinematics refers to the use of the kinematic equations of a robot to compute 
the position of the end-effector from specified values for the joint parameters. The 
kinematics equations of the robot are used in robotics, computer games, and animation.  
In robot simulation, system analysis needs to be done, such as the kinematics 
analysis, its purpose is to carry through the study of the movements of each part of the 
robot mechanism and its relations between itself.  
A commonly used convention for selecting frames of reference in robotic 
applications is the Denavit-Hartenberg or D-H convention as shown in Figure (2.4). In 
this convention each homogenous transformation iH  is represented as a product of 
"four" basic transformations as below: 
 
( , ) ( , ) ( , ) ( , )i i i i iH Rot z Trans z d Trans x a Rot xθ= α    (2.1) 
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Figure 2.4: D-H Frame Assignment 
 
Where the notation ( , )iRot x α  stands for rotation about ix  axis by iα , 
( , )iTrans x a is translation along ix  axis by a distance ia , ( , )iRot z θ stands for rotation 
about iz   axis by iθ , ( , )iTrans z d  and  is the translation along iz  axis by a distance id . 
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 
 
 
 
 
   (2.2)
 
 
Where the four quantities iθ , ia , id , iα are the parameters of link i and joint i. The 
various parameters in previous equation are given the following names: 
ia  (Length) is the distance from iz to  1iz + , measured along iz ; 
iα  (Twist), is the angle between iz to  1iz + , measured about ix ; 
id  (Offset), is the distance from ix to  1ix + , measured along iz ; and 
iθ  (Angle), is the angle between ix to  1ix + , measured about iz  ; 
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 Robot manipulator in Figure 2.5 has a five link arm that starts out aligned in the 
x-axis. Each link has lengths a1, a2, a3, a4 respectively. First link move by θ1 , second 
link move by θ2, third link move by θ3, fourth link move by θ4, and fourth link move by 
θ5 as the diagram suggests.  
The kinematic model is shown in Figure 2.5 is assigned with its frame 
assignments according to the Denavit & Hartenberg (D-H) notations. The kinematic 
parameters according to this model are given in Table 2.1. 
 
 
Figure 2.5: Robot Manipulator with 5-links 
 
Table 2.1: D-H Parameter for Robot Manipulator in Figure 2.5 
 
Joint  Twist Angle,  Link Length,  
(mm) 
Joint Distance,  
(mm) 
Joint Angle,  
1  a1 d1  
2 0 a2 0  
3 0 a3 0  
4  0 0 

2 +  
5 0 0 d5  
 
Once the DH coordinate system has been established for each link, a 
homogeneous transformation matrix can easily be developed considering frame {i-1} 
and frame {i}. This transformation consists of five basic transformations below.From 
the last matrix  , we can extract the position and orientation of end-effector with 
respect to base. 
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1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 11
0
1 1 10
0 0 0 1
c s c s s a c
s c c c s a s
H
s c d
θ θ α θ α θ
θ θ α θ α θ
α α
− 
 − =
 
 
 
 
 
2 2 2 2 2 2 2
2 2 2 2 2 2 22
1
2 2 20
0 0 0 1
c s c s s a c
s c c c s a s
H
s c d
θ θ α θ α θ
θ θ α θ α θ
α α
− 
 − =
 
 
 
 
 
3 3 3 3 3 3 3
3 3 3 3 3 3 33
2
3 3 30
0 0 0 1
c s c s s a c
s c c c s a s
H
s c d
θ θ α θ α θ
θ θ α θ α θ
α α
− 
 − =
 
 
 
 
 
4 4 4 4 4 4 4
4 4 4 4 4 4 44
3
4 4 40
0 0 0 1
c s c s s a c
s c c c s a s
H
s c d
θ θ α θ α θ
θ θ α θ α θ
α α
− 
 − =
 
 
 
 
 
5 5 5 5 5 5 5
5 5 5 5 5 5 55
4
5 5 50
0 0 0 1
c s c s s a c
s c c c s a s
H
s c d
θ θ α θ α θ
θ θ α θ α θ
α α
− 
 − =
 
 
 
 
 
 =  ×  ×  ×  ×     (2.3) 
 
 
2.4 PID Controller  
 
 
PID (proportional integral derivative) control is one of the earlier control strategies [16]. 
Its early implementation was in pneumatic devices, followed by vacuum and solid state 
analog electronics, before arriving at today’s digital implementation of microprocessors. 
It has a simple control structure which was understood by plant operators and which is 
found relatively easy to tune. Since many control systems using PID control have proved 
satisfactory, it still has a wide range of applications in industrial control. According to a 
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survey for process control systems conducted in 1989, more than 90 of the control loops 
were of the PID type [17].  
PID controller is considered the most control technique that is widely used in 
control applications. A huge number of applications and control engineers had used the 
PID controller in daily life. PID control offers an easy method of controlling a process 
by varying its parameters. PID works well in industrial applications such as slow 
industrial manipulators were large components of joint inertia added by actuators. Since 
the invention of PID control in 1910, and Ziegler-Nichols’  tuning method in 1942 [7] 
and [18], PID controllers became dominant and popular issues in control theory due to 
simplicity of implementation, simplicity of design, and the ability to be used in a wide 
range of applications. Moreover, they are available at low cost. Finally, it provides 
robust and reliable performance for most systems if the parameters are tuned properly.  
Setting the PID parameters is called tuning. Other methods use the Nyquist curve 
plotting of the plant such as Ziegler-Nichols tuning method [18]. All of these tuning 
formulas need to know a prior knowledge about the system. PID control technique is 
used to control and enhance the system characteristics such as reducing the overshoot, 
speed up rising time, and eliminating the steady state error. Each one of the PID 
parameters has specific criteria to enhance the characteristics of the controlled system.  
 
 
2.4.1 PID Structure 
 
 
The term PID stands for Proportional-Integral-Differential control. Each of these P, I 
and D are terms in a control algorithm, and each has a special purpose. Sometimes 
certain of the terms are left out because they are not needed in the control design. This is 
possible to have a PI, PD or just a P control. It is very rare to have an ID control. 
As shown in Figure 2.6, the error signal, e(t) , is the difference between the set 
point, r(t) , and the process output, y(t) . If the error between the output and the input values 
is large, then large input signal is applied to the physical system. If the error is small, a small 
input signal is used. As its name suggested, any change in the control signal, u(t) is directly 
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proportional to change in the error signal for a given proportional gain PK . Mathematically 
the output of the proportional controller is given as follows: 
 
( ) ( )Pu t K e t=  
 
Figure 2.6: Typical PID control structure 
 
 
Figure 2.7 shows P, I, and D elements in parallel form, where all of them share a same input 
signal e(t) . The transfer function of the PID controller in parallel is: 
 
2
( ) P D P IPID P D
K K s K s K
G s K K s
s s
+ +
= + + =
  (2.4)
 
 
Equation (2.4) may be rearranged to give the ideal form as follows: 
 
1
1
( ) (1 )PID P DG s K T s
T s
= + +
     (2.5)
 
 
where /I P IT K K=  and /D P DT K K= are the integral and derivative time constant 
respectively. 
 
 
Figure 2.7: PID parallel form structure 
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2.4.2 PID characteristics parameters 
 
 
Proportional action PK  improves the system rising time, and reduces the steady state 
error. This means the larger proportional gain, the larger control signal become to 
correct the error. However, the higher value of PK  produces large overshot and the 
system may be oscillating; therefore, integral action IK  is used to eliminate the 
steadystate error. Despite the integral control, reducing the steady state error, it may 
make the transient response worse [19]. Therefore, derivative gain DK will have the 
effect of increasing the damping in system, reducing the overshoot, and improving the 
transient response. 
As discussed previously, each one of the three gains of the classical PID control 
has an effect of the response of the closed loop system. Table 2.2, summarizes the 
effects of each of PID control parameters. It will be known that any changing of one of 
the three gains will affect the characteristic of the system response. 
 
Table 2.2: PID characteristics parameters 
 
Closed-Loop 
Responce 
Rise Time Overshoot Settling Time 
Steady State 
Error 
Increase 
PK  
Decrease Increase Small / No effect Decrease 
Increase 
IK  
Decrease Increase Increase Decrease 
Increase 
DK  
Small / No effect Decrease Decrease Small / No effect 
 
 
2.5 Fuzzy Logic Controller  
 
 
Fuzzy Logic was initiated in 1965 [1], [2], [3], by Lotfi A. Zadeh , professor for 
computer science at the University of California in Berkeley. Basically, Fuzzy Logic 
(FL) is a multivalued logic, which allows intermediate values to be defined between 
conventional evaluations like true/false, yes/no, high/low, etc. Notions like rather tall or 
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very fast can be formulated mathematically and processed by computers, in order to 
apply a more human-like way of thinking in the programming of computers [4]. 
A fuzzy system is an alternative to traditional notions of set membership and 
logic that has its origins in ancient Greek philosophy.  Control engineering is one of the 
major fields where the fuzzy theory has been successfully applied. Many researches and 
applications have been performed since Mamdani and his colleague [9] presented the first 
FLC work. Their work mimics the human operator for a steam engine and boiler 
combination using a set of linguistic variable in the form of IF-THEN rules such as: IF 
(System state) THEN (Control action) which referred to “Mamdani controller”. The term of 
IF-THEN, is obtained experimentally depends on the control engineer, or human expert that 
produces the appropriate output, depends on the control rules chosen. 
 
 
2.5.1 Fuzzy Logic Theory 
 
 
Fuzzy logic is a logic. Logic refers to the study of methods and principles of human 
reasoning. Classical logic, as common practice, deals with propositions (e.g., 
conclusions or decisions) that are either true or false. Each proposition has an opposite.  
 
 
Figure 2.8: Fuzzy Controller Block Diagram 
 
This classical logic, therefore, deals with combinations of variables that 
represent propositions. As each variable stands for a hypothetical proposition, any 
combination of them eventually assumes a truth value (either true or false), but never is 
in between or both (i.e., is not true and false at the same time). 
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The main content of classical logic is the study of rules that allow new logical 
variables to be produced as functions of certain existing variables. Suppose that n logical 
variables, 1x , 2x ,..., nx , , are given, say 
1x  is true; 
2x is false; 
. 
. 
nx  is false. 
Then a new logical variable, y, can be defined by a rule as a function of , 1x ..., nx  
that has a particular truth value (again, either true or false). One example of a rule is the 
following: 
1 2: ... .nx x x yRule  IF  is true AND  is false AND AND  is false THEN  is false  
 
 
2.5.2 Parameters Identification in Fuzzy Modeling 
 
 
In order to solve the system modeling problem, we have to determine thevfollowing five 
items by using the available input-output data: 
i. 1x ,..., nx : input variables, used as the premises of fuzzy logic implications. 
ii. 1X ,..., nX : input variable intervals, used as fuzzy subsets. 
iii. 
1X
µ ,...,
nX
µ : membership functions of the input variables, used to measure the   
 qualities and quantities of the inputs. 
 
In Step (i), generally speaking, to choose input variables 1x ,..., nx , first select 
some important ones from all possible inputs based on knowledge and experience. Then 
carry out the next few steps to come out with the corresponding system outputs. Finally, 
compute the errors between the output values of the model and the actual (measured) 
output data of the unknown system, and then improve the choice of the input variables 
by minimizing these errors. 
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In Step (ii), all the input variable intervals are determined by estimating the 
ranges of the input values, or taking the minimum and maximum values of input 
variables directly from the data.  
In Step (iii), all the membership functions of input variables are selected, more or 
less subjectively, by the designer based on his experience and the meaning of these 
functions to the real physical system. Uniform shape(s) of membership functions are 
usually desirable for computational efficiency, simple memory, and easy analysis. The 
most common choices of simple and efficient membership functions are triangular, 
trapezoidal, Gaussian functions. Since all input variables assume real values in general, 
or can be identified by (or mapped to) real values, the uniform triangular membership 
functions describing negative large (NL), negative medium (NM), negative small (NS), 
zero (Z), positive small (PS), positive medium (PM), and positive large (PL), all in 
absolute values, as shown in Figure 2.9, are very effective for system input (and output) 
variables.  
 
Figure 2.9: Triangular membership functions over value range 
 [ minx , maxx ] of an input variable x. 
 
 
2.5.3 Fuzzification 
 
 
Fuzzification is the process of decomposing a system input and/or output into one or 
more fuzzy sets. Many types of curves can be used, but triangular or trapezoidal shaped 
membership functions are the most common because they are easier to represent in 
embedded controllers. Figure 2.10 shows a system of fuzzy sets for an input with 
trapezoidal and triangular membership functions.  
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Figure 2.10: Fuzzy sets defining temperature 
 
Each fuzzy set spans a region of input (or output) value graphed with the 
membership. Any particular input is interpreted from this fuzzy set and a degree of 
membership is interpreted. The membership functions should overlap to allow smooth 
mapping of the system. The process of fuzzification allows the system inputs and 
outputs to be expressed in linguistic terms so that rules can be applied in a simple 
manner to express a complex system. 
Suppose a simplified implementation for an air-conditioning system with a 
temperature sensor. The temperature might be acquired by a microprocessor which has a 
fuzzy algorithm to process an output to continuously control the speed of a motor which 
keeps the room in a “good temperature,” it also can direct a vent upward or downward as 
necessary. The figure illustrates the process of fuzzification of the air temperature. There 
are five fuzzy sets for temperature: COLD, COOL, GOOD, WARM, and HOT. 
The membership function for fuzzy sets COOL and WARM are trapezoidal, the 
membership function for GOOD is triangular, and the membership functions for COLD 
and HOT are halftriangular with shoulders indicating the physical limits for such process 
(staying in a place with a room temperature lower than 8 degrees Celsius or above 32 
degrees Celsius would be quite uncomfortable).  
Boolean logic operations must be extended in fuzzy logic to manage the notion 
of partial truth – truth values between “completely true” and “completely false.” A 
fuzziness nature of a statement like “X is LOW” might be combined to the fuzziness 
statement of “Y is HIGH” and a typical logical operation could be given as X is LOW 
and Y is HIGH.  
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2.5.4 Defuzzification 
 
 
Defuzzification method is the final stage of the FLC. After the inference mechanism is 
finished. The defuzzification method tends converts the resulting fuzzy set into a crisp 
values that can be sent to the plant as a control signal. 
In general, there are several methods used for defuzzification such as centroid of 
area (COA), maximum method (MM), mean of maximum (MOM), and bisector of area 
(BOA) [9]. The most frequently used are COA, MM, and MOM methods. First, MOM 
method produces the control action that represents the mean value of the all control 
actions whose membership function has the max value. Second is MM method that 
produces control action, which the fuzzy set reaches the maximum point. This method is 
divided into two parts: first, the smallest of max (SOM), which has the minimum value 
of the support of fuzzy set. The second method is the largest of max (LOM), which has 
the maximum value of the support of the fuzzy set. 
The last is COA method that is used through this thesis. This method produces a 
control action that represents the center of the output of the fuzzy set. The weighted 
average of the membership function or the COA bounded by the membership function 
curve and it is converted to a typical crisp value. This method yield: 
 
1
1
( ).
( )
m
i i
i
m
i
i
x x
u
x
=
=
µ
=
µ
∑
∑
    (2.6)
 
 
Figure 2.11: Defuzzification method 
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